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What is an MBA Sustainability
Leadership Bootcamp?
Over the past two years, The Natural Step Canada has brought together several groups of
emerging young business leaders from various sectors, and from across the country to build their
capacity as sustainability change agents and accelerate Canada’s shift toward a sustainable and
prosperous future.
Five iterations of the MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamp have been hosted in Calgary
(twice), Toronto (twice), and Edmonton. During this time the program has continued to build
momentum and the course itself has been continually refined to build sustainability literacy,
strategic insight, leadership and change management capabilities among Canada’s next
generation of business leaders.
The program has been generously supported by sponsors including the Suncor Energy
Foundation, The City of Calgary, Vale, Landmark Group of Builders, Cenovus Energy, ENMAX,
the Sovereign General Insurance Company and TD Friends of the Environment Foundation and
the TD Financial Group. In addition, the program has received in-kind support from a number of
sources including Canadian Tire, ING Direct, Steam Whistle Brewing, and Calgary Economic
Development.
Bootcamp participants experience the following:






access to an award-winning
sustainability eLearning course
a four or five-day in-person
sustainability leadership Bootcamp
workshop
a Networking reception with sponsors
and local business community
Group coaching sessions after the
Bootcamp

Over four or five days of intense in-person
The Bootcamp centers around an intense 4 or 5training, a group comprised of MBA students,
day workshop. Participants apply sustainability
recent graduates, sponsor participants and other
concepts, hone leadership skills and network
professionals come together to be whipped into
with peers and sponsors
sustainability shape! The groups are led through
activities that enhance their understanding of sustainability and their ability to create change,
experiential learning with world-class instruction, interactive group work, dynamic participant-led
presentations, and real-life case studies.
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Program Highlights









Practical case studies and feedback
from sponsors are always listed as
highlights in participant feedback
surveys.
Participants form strong networks of
peers that stay connected with, and
serve as a resource as they champion
sustainability in their workplaces. The
Business, government and non-profit
Natural Step Canada supports these
representatives join students for a panel
networks and has created exclusive
discussion on the future of sustainable energy
LinkedIn groups for each cohort.
during the Calgary 2013 Bootcamp
Participants continue to rave about the
depth and top notch quality of the workshop design, instructors, and guest speakers.
Sponsors and participants connect and explore recruiting and employment opportunities
with one another. Business networking receptions included in each Bootcamp curriculum
have introduced participants (and sponsors) to a wider network of professionals including
representatives from business, academia, local government, past program participants,
and other partners of The Natural Step Canada.
The continued success of this program speaks to the demand for more Bootcamp
opportunities among prospective participants, sponsors, and employers across Canada
for Bootcamps to provide sustainability education as a capstone to MBA experiences.

“What a terrific group of students! We
could feel their energy and passion for
sustainability. The case study was so
pertinent to a real-life example at
Suncor and a great opportunity for us
to learn from the participants.”
-

Patricia O’Reilly, Director of
Sustainability, Suncor

Participants enjoy a tour of the Evergreen Brick
Work in Toronto in 2013
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Themes and case studies that focus on key challenges
faced by sponsors
Each MBA Bootcamp focusses on a specific sector, allowing case studies and curriculum to
highlight sustainability challenges and opportunities for sustainability improvements. Participants
delve into these issues and present tangible solutions to representatives from each case study
organization.
The most recent Bootcamp, hosted in Calgary in November 2013 focused on the theme of
Sustainable Energy, and included case study assignments such as:




Employing the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development to identify Key
Sustainability Challenges, create 2020 Sustainability Goals and a series of short to
medium term recommendations that would help Suncor to contribute to a fully sustainable
energy system. The groups’ results were presented to Danielle Wiess, Sustainability
Advisor at Suncor Energy.
Developing stakeholder engagement plans for the City of Calgary to connect and engage
with specific sectors, including small business, developers, the construction sector, and
the oil and gas industry on the City’s GHG Reduction Plan. Presentations were made to
Claire Beckstead, Community Environmental Specialist at the City of Calgary.

Past Bootcamps have included the following assignments:








Utilizing a Key Sustainability Impacts Matrix
to identify challenges, goals, and concrete
recommendations for Teck Resources
Limited. Presentations were made to Teck’s
Sustainability Leader, Carmen Turner.
Designing a stakeholder engagement plan
for Suncor by incorporating thoughts,
concerns, questions, and suggestions from
groups including, First Nations, site
Sponsor representatives and facilitators
neighbours, and organized opposition groups.
observe case study presentations
The teams presented their plans to Dianne
during the Calgary 2013 Bootcamp
Zimmerman, Strategic Relations Manager for
Renewable Energy at Suncor.
Leading stakeholder communications for a new Cenovus in-situ oil development in a
small town; participants addressed community leaders’ hopes and concerns about the
new development.
Embedding sustainability into corporate culture at Suncor; participants designed a threeyear program that balanced the tension between current oil and gas business and the
company’s move toward cleaner, alternative fuels. Presentations were made to Sonia
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Gupta, Team Lead, Sustainability Disclosure and Corporate Responsibility at Suncor
Energy.
Developing a plan in preparation for the expiration of current Power Purchase
Agreements for ENMAX coal fired plants; participants articulated the key sustainability
challenges for the energy system based on an analysis of current sustainability impacts,
relevant stakeholders and available assets.
Conducting a life cycle analysis of a home designed, manufactured and assembled by
The Landmark Group of Builders. Participants used sustainability principles to understand
the impacts of each aspect of a home’s construction and life. Groups presented
sustainability risks and opportunities to Landmark’s Chief Operating Officer, Bijan
Mannani.
Identifying a new corporate finance or investing policy, or financial product for TD Bank to
create positive environmental change. Participants made strategic suggestions and
presented their logic to Karen ClarkeWhistler, Chief Environmental Officer for TD
Bank Financial Group.
Developing stakeholder relations plans for
Vale’s exploration and development projects
presented to Sam Marcuson, Vice President,
Base Metals Technology Development.
Proposing innovative solutions to reduce
packaging waste in the value chain at
Canadian Tire. These were presented to
Tyler Elm, Vice President, Corporate
Strategy and Business Sustainability and Ed
Johnston, Vice President, Strategic
Participants apply the Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development to real-life cases
Sourcing.

The theme of the next Bootcamp, to be hosted in Vancouver from May 5th to 8th, will be
Sustainable Food Systems. Assignments that apply core sustainability concepts of the
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development will include questions such as:





What would a sustainable food system look like?
What are some key sustainability challenges for companies within the food production
and distribution system? What suggestions can we make for a company wanting to
contribute to a more sustainable food system?
For sustainable food-related projects and initiatives, how can you best identify and
engage stakeholders to enable successful projects?
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Faculty, guest panelists and speakers
Each Bootcamp is facilitated by two of The Natural Step Canada’s experienced sustainability
advisors. The curriculum also features special guest speakers and panelists. These have
included:




















Bob Willard, sustainability expert
and author, The New
Sustainability Advantage, The
Next Sustainability Wave, and
The Sustainability Champions
Guidebook
Marlo Raynolds, Vice President,
Market Development, BluEarth
Renewables
Arlene Strom, Vice President,
Sustainability and
Communications, Suncor Energy
Tim Weis, Director, Renewable
Energy and Efficiency Policy,
Bob Willard, Bootcamp mainstay, at the Toronto 2013
The Pembina Institute
Bootcamp explains business case benefits of sustainability
to a rapt audience
Nadine Gudz, Director,
Sustainability Strategy,
InterfaceFLOR Canada Inc.
“We find it very powerful to honour the
Mary Desjardins, Executive
knowledge in the room. The passion and the
Director, TD Friends of the
energy of the students were really amazing.”
Environment Foundation
- Pong Leung, Past MBA Bootcamp
Brendan Seale, Sustainability
Facilitator
Manager, IKEA Canada
Reza Nasseri, Chief Executive
Officer and Founder, The Landmark Group of Builders
Nicolas Parker, Founding Managing Partner, Cleantech Global Partners & Chairman
Cleantech Group LLC, Corporate Knights Media Ltc, and WaterTap Corp.
Mark Anielski, author, The Economics of Happiness
Jim Andrais, Program Manager, Corporate Environmental Management Systems, Office
of Environment, City of Edmonton
Claude Ouimet, Senior Vice President and General Manager (Canada and Latin America),
InterfaceFLOR
Rob Wesseling, Executive Vice-President and Chief Operating Officer, The Sovereign
General Insurance Company
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Participant Profile
As each MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamp has been oversubscribed, and cohort sizes
are restricted to optimize learning and networking opportunities, admission to the program is
extremely competitive. Our rigorous application and selection process ensures the extremely
high caliber of participants. Each Bootcamp has been attended by a diverse mix of young
professionals with a blend of business training and experience.

Participants’ positions
In addition to many full-time and part-time MBA students, our Bootcamp cohorts have included:







Environmental scientists and engineers
Research and data analysts
Marketing, management, and corporate
social responsibility consultants
Directors of partner relations and public
outreach
Banking and finance professionals
Business owners and entrepreneurs

Letters from Calgary 2013 Bootcamp
participants to themselves about their goals for
the New Year







Sustainability advisors
Federal government employees
Presidents and executive directors of a
wide range of businesses
Vice Presidents of operations and human
resources
Procurement and business development
managers

Toronto 2012 participants dive into case studies
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Participants’ home cities
Calgary 2013

Toronto 2013
4%
Calgary

39%

Toronto

12%

Edmonton

57%

Out of
province

GTA

16%
68%

Other Ontario

4%

Edmonton 2013

4%

Toronto 2012
Edmonton

12%

Calgary

8%

10%
Toronto

15%

Canmore
76%

Out of
Province

Calgary 2012

Calgary

26%

Edmonton

53%
21%

Other Ontario

Out of
province

75%

“The MBA Bootcamp provides young
leaders with an unparalleled opportunity to
learn about sustainability and engage an
impressive group of peers. The Natural
Step Canada assembled an impressive
group of participants. I was thrilled with the
thoughtfulness of the group and the level of
discourse. I would be honour to participate
in future events such as this.”
-

Breakdown of participants by cities

GTA

Rob Wesseling, Chief Operating
Officer, The Sovereign General
Insurance Company
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Highest Education Level
Acheived
3%

MBA student

8%
13%

Gender breakdown

41%

35%

MBA recent
graduate
Non-MBA Masters'
graduate

Male
44%

Female
56%

Undergraduate
degree
Comparable
business
experience

Participants come from a variety of
backgrounds, but most are current MBA
students and graduates

An emphasis on leadership skills and group work
helps to prepare participants for future careers

The Bootcamp has strong attendance
from males and females alike

Participants form friendships and build networks
that last beyond the in-person workshop

Participant Employers
Bruce Power * ET Group * Net Impact * Lafarge * Jubilee Alliance Transport Inc.* The
City of Calgary * ENMAX Energy * MNP Calgary * SiMPACT Strategies * Green
Calgary * Syncrude Canada * Intact Insurance * Free the Children* Halifax Regional
Municipality * Devon Canada Corp * Global Vision * 4abyte * EWB * Wal-Mart Canada
* Prasino Group * Grant Thornton * Investors Group * Stantec * Keystone Labs Inc. *
DIRTT Environmental Solutions * Vancouver Economic Commission * City of Medicine
Hat * The Ministry of Mines and Energy of Brazil * Koenig & Consultants Inc. * Ryerson
University * EcoMetrix Inc. * Pacific Rubiales Energy Corp * Twothirds Water * City of
Edmonton * Saskatchewan Research Council
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Participant Feedback
Each Bootcamp has received overwhelmingly positive feedback from participants, partners and
sponsors alike. The following is a small sample of comments provided by participants in their
feedback surveys.
“For the first time I feel like I'm leaving a sustainability event with useful tools and not just theory”
“I expected a lot and the program totally exceeded my expectations.”
“Great workshop. Provided me with tools I can use right away. Positive atmosphere and great
networking.”
“It was an awesome and inspiring workshop.”
“Such a great experience for learning that
sustainable business is possible, and that
people are doing something about it.”
“Keep doing that you’re doing – the business
world needs courses like this.”
“Value was way beyond price.”
“A+ course, loved it!”
“Do more Bootcamps – it’s a great way of
exposing young leaders to a great framework.”

Participants prepare presentations on case study
challenges

“You guys are incredible facilitators and very
motivational. I’ve spent weeks in training courses (CSR sales training) and you outperformed any
session I’ve even been a part of. Thank you for leading, encouraging and empowering us – all
while having fun!”
“I’m coming away feeling energized and that I have lots of practical tools that I can apply. Quality
of the whole program overall deserves 10/10.”
“Workshop should be a requirement for ALL MBAs!”
“There was a lot of value to this course for me in my work and rooting me in the place of being a
more effective and efficient change agent.”
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Understanding and opinion of case study organizations
Feedback surveys at the end of the 2013 Bootcamp sessions have specifically asked participants
how much they learned and how their opinions had changed with regard to the case study
organizations. The results are consistently very positive.
How has your knowledge/understanding of the case study organizations changed?
Calgary 2013

Toronto 2013

Edmonton 2013

100%

Now significantly
more knowledgeable

80%
60%

Now slightly more
knowledgeable

40%

Now about the same
knowledge

20%
0%

The vast majority of participants reported being more knowledgeable about the case study organizations

How has your opinion of the case study organizations changed?
Calgary 2013
80%
60%

Toronto 2013

Edmonton 2013
Now significantly
more favourable

40%

Now slightly more
favourable

20%

Now about the same
opinion

0%

The large majority of participants reported more favourable opinions of case study organizations
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Sponsor Recognition
Based on their level of sponsorship, sponsors of our MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamps
enjoy recognition through a variety of channels and in a variety of ways.

Examples of Sponsor Recognition

Sponsor logos displayed on recruitment flyer and workbook cover for Calgary 2013 Bootcamp

Sponsor logos displayed on The Natural Step Canada website, each Bootcamp webpage,
Eventbrite Networking Reception invitation, and other online promotional channels
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The Natural Step Canada thanks sponsors and
partners via Twitter during 2013 Calgary Bootcamp

During the Calgary 2013 Bootcamp sponsor
were recognized during the workshop and
networking event.

The #MBABootcamp hashtag is especially active
during the workshop, filled with tweets from faculty,
participants and sponsors alike

The Bootcamp provides multiple avenues for
sponsors to address participants, including case
studies and sponsored lunches
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Determining Success
Emerging business leaders are recognizing that sustainability is important at both corporate and
community levels. However, often they struggle to find opportunities for real-world exposure and
to drive change with their traditional education. The Natural Step Canada's MBA Sustainability
Leadership Bootcamp program provides these high-calibre business-minded students and recent
graduates with an immersive, MBA-like, sustainability learning experience.
To determine the level of success for the MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamps, there are
three key stakeholders to consider – the participants as the key ‘learners’, the sponsors or other
partners, and our own organization (The Natural Step Canada). All of these stakeholders must
find value from the investment of time, energy, and finances.

For Participants
The overriding goal of the MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamp from the perspective of the
participants, sponsors, and The Natural Step Canada is to ensure that the session meets the
stated learning objectives for the participants. The Learning Objectives for each Bootcamp are
summarized as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop your sustainability leadership potential;
Practice facilitating meaningful conversations about sustainability;
Explore how to lead internal sustainability processes;
Apply a tested methodology for sustainability: the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development;
5. Practice capturing the business value of sustainability through live case studies;
6. Experience various facilitation techniques to engage stakeholders, colleagues, and
leaders; and
7. Join a sustainability-focused network of peers, mentors, academics, and corporate
sustainability change agents.

We primarily assess the perception of value from the participants via the end-of-course survey.
The compiled results of the participants’ feedback from all of the Bootcamp sessions can be
found below, and contains both quantitative and qualitative feedback regarding their perceived
attainment of learning objectives, as well as other aspects, such as whether or not they would
recommend the course to a friend.
Participants provided feedback on the extent to which the Bootcamp workshop had met the
stated Learning Objectives. Across the 7 Learning Objectives, participants assigned scores of 4
or 5 (top score) 80% of the time.
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Development of your sustainability
leadership potential
54%

Practice facilitating meaningful
conversations about sustainability
48%

30%
2%

0%
1 - Very
Poorly

2

14%
3Average

17%
4

5 - Very
Well

Explore how to lead internal
sustainability processes.
51%

27%
0%

2%

1 - Very
Poorly

2

3Average

20%

4

5 - Very
Well

Practice capturing the business
value of sustainability through live
case studies

0%

1%

1 - Very
Poorly

2

3Average

4%

1 - Very
Poorly

2

1 - Very
Poorly

2

3Average

0%

0%

1 - Very
Poorly

2

3Average

4

5 - Very
Well

46%

4

5 - Very
Well

Join a sustainability-focused
network of peers, mentors,
academics, and corporate
sustainability

11%

5 - Very
Well

Experience various facilitation
techniques to engage stakeholders,
colleagues, and leaders

31%

17%
3Average

4

Apply a tested methodology for
sustainability: the Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development
43%
36%
17%
3%
0%

48%
0%

33%

20%
0%

2%

1 - Very
Poorly

2

3Average

4

32%

5 - Very
Well

64%

26%

4

5 - Very
Well
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Another indicator of success for us is whether the participants would recommend the Bootcamp
to a colleague. All but one participant assigned scores between 7 and 10 (top score) on the
question "Would you recommend this workshop to a colleague?" 52% answered with a 10.
Would you recommend this workshop to a colleague?
60%

0%

0%

0%

0%

3%

1%

9%

18%

9%

Participant comments on Page 9 of this report also support their enthusiasm about the success
of the program for them.

Additional qualitative data points:
At the end of Day 1 of each Bootcamp session, we ask the participants to provide feedback to us
regarding how the first day went, and if they have any specific suggestions for the following days.
(This might include the venue, food, style of lecture, sound, lighting, etc.) After receiving this
feedback, the TNS delivery team does its best to accommodate requests, and begins Day 2 with
a ‘report back’ regarding how we can (or cannot) accommodate any requested adjustments.
We informally assess how we are achieving each of the stated learning objectives during
morning check-ins on Day 2, 3, and 4. While not tracked to form quantitative data points, we use
this method to get a sense of how the participants feel we are achieving what we set out to do.
While we do keep in touch with our Bootcamp participants after the course, and arrange followup calls to discuss areas of interest to them, we recognize that it is a challenge to fully attribute
changes in behaviour of the participants solely to the Bootcamp program. We know from
anecdotal evidence that our session alumni generally continue to learn more about sustainability
and how to become a change agent. At the same time, we are also very aware that it is common
for people to over-report attributions or insights when asked directly in person about a particular
experience. Attaining accurate and reliable information here is challenging, and thus we try to err
on the side of caution when reporting our impacts on people’s lives.
We find that a number of alumni actively keep in touch with us, such as by co-organizing TNS
courses, participating in or even spearheading collaborative projects with The Natural Step
Canada, applying for jobs with The Natural Step Canada, calling for advice on projects, and
returning to events hosted by us.
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For Sponsors and other case-study partners
It’s important to us that all of our sponsors or other partners find good value from supporting the
MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamps, in addition to just receiving the sponsor recognition
highlighted in the previous secton. Below you can find a selection of comments received from
sponsors and case-study representatives. In addition to these comments, we regularly check in
verbally with our partners during the actual Bootcamp sessions.
“I think that Sonia, Dianne and I can say there was a direct benefit to our jobs and
responsibilities thanks to our involvement in the Natural Step MBA Bootcamp. Attending the
session in February where we presented the “Sustainability employee engagement” case
study was invaluable to me. I’ve implemented many of the suggestions the attendees came
up with and I am challenged to engage other departments and functions to get support for
implementing the rest of the ideas.
Further, I know Dianne took the “stakeholder engagement” case study presentations back to
her team to review and discuss what opportunities they had not yet pursued. Specifically, the
discussion with the group about a “community investment fund” was helpful for her as she
was looking for a multitude of opinions on the perception associated with the fund and the
actual rollout and sustainment of the fund.”
-

Danielle Weiss, Suncor Energy, case study representative

“Through my participation in the MBA
Bootcamp, I got a better understanding
of stakeholders perceptions of mining
and the opportunity to engage with a
group of the next generation of leaders
who have ideas on helping a company
advance their own sustainability
strategy as part of their business
strategy. It also gave me a chance to
share our process and outcome and
answer questions.”
-

Carmen Turner, Teck
Resources, case study
representative

““I really enjoyed the Bootcamp and am
very grateful that I was able to participate
over the four days. The workshop was
very well organized! Great mix between
presentations and group activities. The
Suncor case study was probably the
most interesting part for me. I shared the
approach with Ben when I got back to
the office and we are hoping to
incorporate a similar activity into our
regular TSM training workshops. Thank
you again!”
-

Tara Shea, Mining Association
of Canada, case study
representative
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Additionally, the MBA Sustainability Leadership Bootcamps are a success for our partners if they
receive additional benefits, such as increased exposure and reputation, and the opportunity for
To help provide the sponsors and other partners an experience that was insightful and tangibly
helpful for their sustainability challenge, and recognizing that it’s difficult for the case study
representatives to take notes of all suggestions, we provide copies of all the presentations that
the participant groups made to the case-study partners.
In general, both the TNS Canada delivery team and the case study representatives have
reported that there are some great ideas that are developed during the case study activities.

For The Natural Step Canada
As a non-profit, charitable organization, success for us includes whether or not we have:











Made the participants feel like they received good value, and that we delivered a smooth
workshop
o See above, Participants’ perspective
Made the sponsors/partners/speakers feel like they received good value
o See above, Sponsors’ perspective
Attracted quality participants
o A 1:1.25 or higher participant to applicant ratio
o More than 25 qualified participants per course
Increased our reputation in the communities where we host the Bootcamp
o More than 10 additional organizations attending the associated networking event
o Established connections with local universities and business schools
Explored partnerships with new organizations and solidified partnerships with previous
clients/contacts, and attracted sufficient sponsorship to contribute to the financial
resiliency of The Natural Step Canada
o Over $40,000 in sponsorships for each Bootcamp
o One new sponsor or case study partner per Bootcamp
Broadly speaking, helped enhanced the sustainability movement by increasing
sustainability literacy within a key audience segment (I.e. emerging business leaders)
o See above, Participants’ perspective

At the conclusion of each Bootcamp session, The Natural Step Canada team completes an
‘After-Action Review’ of the session. The team discusses what happened, what we will continue
to do, and what we will improve on.
In general, our learning over these initial Bootcamps has been that the learning experience of the
participants, while strong, could be more comprehensive with better integrated case study
activities. This has led us to incorporate more of a ‘thematic approach’ to the Bootcamps, starting
in mid-2013.
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Another improvement has been to start providing case study partners with copies of the
participants’ presentations, to aid the company in its immediate sustainability efforts.
Finally, we have reflected on the fact that we could be better at telling our story and
communicating the successes of the Bootcamps. This includes how we follow up after the
Bootcamps in terms of blogging about the events, keeping track of how the alumni are using the
things they learned at the Bootcamps, and how the Sponsors have applied any of the
suggestions that they received during their engagements.
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